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Nanoparticles as Targeted Drug Delivery Carrier
 The application of nanoparticles in targeted drug delivery has 

dramatically increased in recent years. Nanocarriers including 
synthetic polymers, liposomes, and telodendrimers have been 
proposed and investigated thoroughly. However, a need remains 
to address several limitations such as, toxicity, inability to 
accumulate a sufficient number of molecules to the cytoplasm 
through target cell internalization, and lack of controlled bio-
degradation [1,2]. In contrast, virus-like particles (VLPs) possess 
advantages in efficient penetration of cells by active endocytosis, 
polyvalence to anchor multiple copies of active agents, and 
biocompatibility, undergoing proteolytic decay after delivery. 

Hepatitis E Virus Nanoparticles (HEVNPs) as Nano-
Capsule Delivery Platform

Hepatitis E Virus Nanoparticles (HEVNPs), derived from a 
modified form of the HEV virus like particles (VLPs), are non-
infectious, self-assembling nanoparticles capable of cell-binding 
and entry. In addition, HEVNP maintains its structure integrity 
of virus like particle in low-pH environment [3], an advantage 
for intratumoral penetration. The baculovirus expression 
vector-based production of HEV capsid protein, PORF2, in 
commercially-available insect High Five cells generates HEVNPs  

 
that are easily purified at high yield and low cost [4]. HEVNPs 
form a hollow, T=1 icosohedral capsid, composed of 60 identical 
units [5], rendering it highly stable both in storage and in harsh  
physiological conditions. Additionally, HEVNPs possess a surface  
exposed protrusion domain (P domain) connected through 
a flexible hinge to a stable icosahedral base. Meanwhile, the 
surface engineering of cysteine replacement on P domain can 
not only be used as chemical conjugation sites, but also to reduce 
the recognition of pre-existing HEV-specific antibodies to VLPs 
[6], the major shortcoming for protein based delivery vector. 
With 60 repeated units of capsid proteins, single site-specific 
modification on P domain results in 60 symmetric sites for 
chemical modulation of multiple foreign molecules.

HEVNPs as Oral Delivery System 
Like the native virus, HEVNP is stable in acidic environment 

[3] and resistant to proteolytic digestion [7], thus it poses a great 
advantage as an oral delivery vehicle. In fact, oral administration 
of HEVNP elicits both systemic and mucosal immunity with 
undetectable tolerance, and protective immunity against HEV 
challenge in non-human primates [8]. Chimeric HEVNPs carrying 
a foreign epitope can elicit mucosal and systemic antibodies 
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Abstract

A modularized theranostic capsule, Hepatitis E Virus Nanoparticle (HEVNP), derived from the HEV virus-like particle (VLP), is proposed 
as a multifunctional platform for cancer targeting, imaging and therapeutic applications. This can be achieved by utilizing the flexible domain 
of HEVNPs to conjugate different functional peptides and/or compounds to capsule surface, and simultaneously encapsulate drugs, DNA/RNA, 
or even inorganic beads into its interior. In prior research, breast cancer tumor targeting with a HEVNP capsule diagnostic was demonstrated 
by chemically conjugating a breast cancer cell-specific ligand and a near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence dye to its surface for diagnostic imaging. 
Here, we further explore applications of the modularized theranostic capsule by encapsulating ferrite nano-particles into the HEVNP interior 
for MRI detection and hyperthermia treatment. 
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against both HEV and the foreign epitope after oral administration 
[9]. Importantly, HEVNP can orally deliver plasmid DNA to the 
epithelial cells of the small intestine and induce antibody and 
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against the plasmid 
encoded antigen [10]. These studies establish the feasibility of 
utilizing HEVNP for mucosal delivery, in a route resembling virus 
native transmission.

Applications of Chemical Activated Nanocapsids
Cancer theranostics requires direct contact of drug with 

pathological foci; therefore, a capsule carrying specific ligands 
is preferential for targeted delivery of anti-cancer reagents. In 
previous study, we created a HEVNP based theranostic capsule 
whose entry specificity can be defined by the HEVNP-conjugated 
targeting ligand. The engineered HEVNP after conjugation with 

LXY30, a ligand peptide with a high affinity for human malignant 
breast tumor cells [11], showed specific targeting to breast 
tumor cell both in vitro and in vivo, indicating that delivery route 
of virus-like particle can be manipulated to facilitate targeted 
delivery of diagnostic or therapeutic reagents to pathologic 
foci. In prior research, two different conjugation methods 
were utilized to demonstrate the variant reactive capability of 
surface modified HEVNPs. A thiol-selective conjugation was 
used for coupling cancer ligand onto HEVNPs. Meanwhile, the 
fluorescence dye was conjugated by amine-selective conjugation 
in order to generate sufficient NIR signal to detect HEVNP 
distribution in breast cancer cells/tumors and mice. Therefore, 
the HEVNP can be used as a dual-functional platform, tagging 
with cancer adhesion-ligand concomitantly with detection 
marker, for cancer diagnosis [6,12,13].

The Encapsulation Capability of HEVNPs 

Figure 1: The encapsulation of ferrite into HEVNPs in 0.01M MES buffer, pH 6.2, 2mM CaCl2 , with sonication (A). in 0.01M MES buffer, pH 6.2, 
2mM CaCl2 , without sonication (B). in 0.01M PBS buffer, pH 7.4, 2mM CaCl2 , with sonication (C). in 0.01M PBS buffer, pH 7.4, 2mM CaCl2 , 
without sonication (D).

In addition to conjugating cancer-cell targeting ligand on the 
surface, the utilization of modularized theranostic capsule can 
be expanded by using the interior space of HEVNPs. HEVNPs can 
be reversibly disassembled and reassembled through chemical 
reduction and chelation, providing a method to encapsulate 
theranostic nanomaterials in vitro. Specifically, HEVNPs will 
disassemble in the presence of reducing and chelating reagents 
such as dithiothreitol (DTT) and Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) or Ethylene glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl ether)-
N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA). The HEVNP reassembly can be 

triggered by the calcium ion concentration. A DNA vaccine was 
proposed using HEVNP encapsulating foreign DNA to stimulate 
mucosal and systemic immune response by oral administration 
[10]. In addition, HEVNP is capable of encapsulation of magnetic 
nanoparticles such as ferrite (Figure 1), for both diagnosis under 
MRI and tumor-targeted hyperthermia induced by ultrasonic 
or radio frequency electromagnetic radiation [14] (Figure 2). 
Iron oxide nanoparticle enapsulation has been demonstrated 
with plant-based Brome Mosaic Virus nanoparticles (BMVNPs) 
through pH adjustment at the appropriate ionic strength. Unlike 
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Figure 2: A schematic of HEVNP cancer targeted theranostic capsules for ferrite nanoparticle delivery. This is achieved by conjugating cancer 
targeting ligands onto the HEVNP surface and encapsulating ferrite nanoparticle into its interior. Once the theranostic capsules are attached to 
targeted cancer cells or tumor cells, the ferrite encapsulated HEVNPs can be detected with MRI and subsequently heated with radio-frequency 
(RF) electromagnetic waves or ultrasonic stimulation. In this way VLPs serve as cancer-specific diagnostic and therapeutic agents.

By binding the cancer cell targeting ligand on its surface, 
HEVNP could have potential applications in cancer cell targeting 
gene therapy; consequently, this would improve current 
treatments used in cancer patients. The capsid completeness 

protects drug from early release so as to enhance drug 
permeability and retention, a major limitation in effective 
cancer therapy. Therefore, the successful tumor targeting and 
encapsulation capability of HEVNP could be used as modularized 

HEVNPs, BMV nanoparticles are generated through pH-based 
disassembly and manual extraction of RNA, such that icosahedral 
assemblies have not been optimized for non-infectious protein-
based production and self-assembly of stable virus-like particles 
[2]. Conversely, the HEVNP sequence has been optimized to not 
encapsulate virus-RNA, forming highly stable non-infectious 

capsids capable of reversible in vitro assembly through cation 
mediation. As an expansion of the HEV encapsulation research, 
negatively charged micro-RNA/siRNA could be also encapsulated 
into the interior of HEVNPs for gene silencing. The encapsulation 
capability of HEVNP provides broad possibilities for drug or 
gene delivery [13]. 
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theranostic nano-capusule in various medical applications from 
oral vaccine, cancer imaging, tumor-directed hyperthermia 
treatment, organ/tissue targeting gene therapy, and other 
therapeutics lacking of targeting capability.
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